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Political Risk Group
G.G.A. Political Risk Group is the leading political risk research and advisory firm.

We help clients navigate complex political situations.

As governments become increasingly involved in markets around the world, managing political risk is more              
critical than ever before. By providing information and insight on how political developments move markets,              
G.G.A. helps clients anticipate and respond to instability and opportunities everywhere they do business.

GLOBAL EXPERTISE
-Governance and politics -Social trends and developments
-Regulatory issues -Security
-Economic indicators -International and regional relations

Our research analysts regularly monitor and report on events in Africa, Asia, Eurasia, Europe, Latin              
America, the Middle East, and the United States. They examine cross-border issues such as trade, energy and                
other commodities, financial regulation, climate change, and global health. Our analysts are highly trained             
political scientists with extensive experience in the public and private sectors.

KEY SERVICES
-Direct access to analysts
-Independent research and tailored consulting reports
-Political risk assessments
-Scenario analysis and strategic planning
-Quantitative risk metrics and evaluations

Our clients—ranging from hedge fund and global asset managers, to CEOs and senior executives at              
the world’s largest multinationals, to intelligence analysts and leading political officials—come to us for             
precise guidance when they’re operating in uncertain environments. We tailor our global expertise to each              
client’s specific risk profile, providing pertinent information before it appears in the news.

Our clients have direct phone and email access to our research analysts whenever they have pressing               
concerns, and we offer in-person presentations to discuss issues in greater depth. We provide advisory              
services and tailored consulting projects, ranging from short-term, transaction-specific due diligence to           
long-term monitoring for organizations with ongoing exposure in specific regions. Clients also receive            
regular research reports with innovative analysis, including timely event-driven notes, monthly forecasts, and            
in-depth regional and global outlooks.

Reduce exposure. Raise opportunities.

G.G.A. uses qualitative assessments and quantitative methodologies to forecast and analyze political           
risks. Our comprehensive advisory and consulting services provide an essential addition to economic            
intelligence.

Today, we continue to use comparative analytics to provide timely information on key political             
drivers in markets around the world and highlight global trends. Our experts identify risk trigger points and                
build comprehensive scenarios to help clients reduce their vulnerability in potentially volatile regions while             
uncovering new opportunities.

“What is Political Risk? Political risk is about understanding that governments and businesses have             
different expectations and goals. To operate a global business successfully, you need to understand             
what motivates government action, particularly in places where politics matter at least as much as              
economics to market outcomes.”
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